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1 Introduction

This paper presents Démonette, a derivational morphological network designed for
the description of French. Démonette features an original architecture that enables
its use as a formal framework for the description of morphological analyses and as a
repository for existing lexicons. It was fed with a variety of resources, which all were
already validated. The harmonization of their content into a uni�ed format o�ers
them a second life. Moreover, they are enriched with new properties provided these
can be deduced from their content. Démonette is released under a Creative Commons
license. It is usable for theoretical and descriptive research in morphology, as a
source of experimental material for psycholinguistics, natural language processing
(NLP) and information retrieval (IR), where it �lls a gap, since French lacks a large-
coverage derivational resources database, similar to CELEX Baayen et al. (1995) or
DerivBase Zeller et al. (2013).

In its current state, Démonette consists of information coming from four di�er-
ent sources. They have been added in three successive stages. Overall, Démonette
contains 108 888 entries. The entries are a morphological relations, that is pairs of
morphologically related words (W1, W2). W1 and W2 belong to the same deriva-
tional family and one of them at least is a derived word. Each entry associates a set
of structural, morpho-semantic and morpho-phonological descriptions to a morpho-
logical relationship. Derived words described in Démonette include deverbal action
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nouns (essorage `spin'N), agent nouns (ramasseur `collector') and deverbal adjectives
(productif `productive'). Demonette also contains simplex verb predicates (constru-
ire `build').

The addition of new entries and the incorporation of new resources generate new
information that emerge from the combination of the new data with the descriptions
already present in Démonette. In this article, we present the computational and
linguistic challenges of the integration of new resources into Démonette and illustrate
them with the incorporation of two lexicons: Verbaction and Lexeur.

The remainder of the article is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces Dé-
monette's main features. Section 3 presents the resources used to create the current
version of Démonette: DériF, Morphonette, Verbaction and Lexeur. We then discuss
some aspects of the integration of the two last into Démonette (Section 4). Finally, in
Section 5, we review the adaptability of Démonette with the descriptive requirements
of the derivational morphology of French.

2 Démonette

Démonette Hathout & Namer (2014) is a general resource designed for the description
of word formation (WF) of French. It is eventually intended to partially �ll the lack
of broad-coverage morphological resources of French as they exist for other languages
such as DerivBase for German Zeller et al. (2013) or CELEX Baayen et al. (1995)
for English, German and Dutch. Démonette has an original structure since it is a
directed graph, where vertices represent lexemes and edges represent derivational
relations. In its current version (1.3), it only contains relations between members of
the same family.

As illustrated in Figure 1, Démonette includes both derived words (décorateur
`decorator'N.masc, decoratrice `decorator'N.fem, décoration `decoration', décoratif `dec-
orative') and simplex words (décorer). Simplex words are included only if they are
connected to a derived word. Each edge in the graph represents a derivational re-

décorateur

décorer

décoratif

décoratrice décoration

Figure 1: Derivational relations between the members of the décorer `decorate' family
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lation described by an entry in the database. These relations are characterized by
three properties. The �rst two are combined in one feature.

We �rst distinguish direct and indirect relations. Direct relations connect a
base and its derivatives (décorer ↔ décoration). One remarkable feature of Dé-
monette is that it also contains indirect relations between lexemes of the same
derivational family that do not derive one from the other if the relations are seman-
tically predictable: décoration and décorateur are connected by an indirect relation
because decoration is what decorators do. Indirect relations are very useful in families
such as {prédation `predation', prédateur `predator'N.masc, prédatrice `predator'N.fem}
because there is no verb *préder `predate' in French.

Relations can also be characterized by their orientation. As we said, Démon-
ette is a directed graph where a relation W1 ← W2 describes the morphological
motivation of W1 with respect to W2, that is the potentiality to construct (and
analyze) W1 starting from W2. Most often, if W1 can be motivated with respect
to W2, then we can also motivate W2 with respect to W1. In other words, most
lexemes are connected to each other in both directions. We end up with three values
for the combined-feature orientation: direct descending relations connect a derived
lexeme to its base or to a more distant ascendant (décorer ← décorateur); direct as-
cending relations connect a lexeme to its derivative or to a more distant descendant
(décorateur ← décorer); indirect relations are bi-directed (décorateur ↔ décoratrice).

The third property of the derivational relations is their complexity. Direct
relations are simple if they correspond to single derivational operations (chanteur
`singer'N.masc ← chanter `sing'; chanter ← chanteur). We also consider as simple
the indirect relations between words if they are connected through a path of two
simple direct relations (chanteur ← chanteuse `singer'N.fem) or if they belong to se-
ries of words connected by simple relations (prédateur ← prédation). Exceptional
derivational relations are labelled as lexical (see Section 4.5). All other derivational
relations are complex. For instance, two derivations are needed to connect progresser
`progress'V to progressivité `progressivity': progresser > progressif `progressive' >
progressivité. Table 1 summaries the features used to characterize derivational rela-
tions in Démonette.

Démonette also provides a wide range of information about the relations and the
lexemes it contain. Derivational relations being identi�ed by the words they connect
(W1 ← W2) and by their properties, Démonette gives the written form and the
grammatical category of their lemma: POS and in�ectional features in the EA-
GLE/GRACE format Rajman et al. (1997). For instance, in the relation production
`production' ← produire `produce', the word forms are given the following values of
written form / grammatical category respectively:
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production / Ncms produire / Vmn----
In addition to orientation and complexity, the morphological properties of the re-
lations are characterized by the type of the construction: pref(ixation), suf(�xation),
conv(ersion); the possible derivational exponent ofW1 andW2 (i.e., its su�x or pre-
�x value); the derivational written form of W1 and W2's roots, that is the sequence
left after the a�x (if any) is removed from each Wi. In the case of a simple descen-
dant relation between W1 and W2, W1's root value corresponds W2's stem. This
comprehensive set of features allows the detailed description of a variety of deriva-
tional relations including regular a�xation such as conceptrice `conceptor'N.fem ←
concevoir `conceive' or formation `training' ← formateur `trainer'.

One more original feature of Démonette is the morpho-semantic description of the
words and the relations. The lexemes that participate in the relations are assigned
to morpho-semantic types. Six types are used in the current version :

� @ for predicates (décorer, aboyer `bark'V),

� @ACT for action noun (décoration, aboiement `bark'N, audition `hearing'),

� @RES for result noun (décoration, aboiement, audition `audition'),

� @AGM for agentive masculine noun (décorateur, aboyeur `barking (dog)'N.masc,
auditeur `listener'N.masc),

� @AGF for agentive feminine noun (décoratrice, aboyeuse `barking (dog)'N.fem,
auditrice `listener'N.fem),

� @PRP for property adjectives (décoratif, auditif `auditive').

In addition, entries describe the constructed meaning of their �rst word (W1) by
concrete and abstract de�nitions. For instance, the constructed meaning of
danseuse when it is considered in its relationship with danser could be de�ned as in

Entry Complexity Orientation

chanteur ← chanter simple descendant
chanter ← chanteur simple ascendant
chanteur ← chanteuse simple indirect
prédateur ← prédation simple indirect
progressivité ← progresser complex descendant
progressivité ← progression complex indirect

Table 1: Démonette describes di�erent types of derivational relations
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entry typ1 exp1 root1 typ2 exp2 root2
conceptrice ← suf rice concept � � �

concevoir
formation ← suf ion format suf eur format

formateur

Table 2: Structural description

1 con (agent féminin OR instrument) de danser
`(feminine agent OR instrument) of danseV'

2 con celle qui a pour correspondant masculin de danseur
`which has danserN.Masc as a masculine counterpart'

3 con (agent féminin OR instrument) de la danse
`(feminine agent OR instrument) of danseN'

4 abs (agent féminin OR instrument) de @
`(feminine agent OR instrument) of @'

5 abs celle qui a pour correspondant masculin de @AGM
`which has @AGM as a masculine counterpart'

6 abs (agent féminin OR instrument) de @ACT
`(feminine agent OR instrument) of @ACT'

Table 3: Concrete and abstract de�nitions

row 1 (concrete de�nition) and row 3 of Table 3 (abstract de�nition where the base is
replaced by its morpho-semantic type; all feminine agent or instrument nouns share
this abstract de�nition). Démonette is based on a cumulative conceptualizion of
the constructed meaning of derived lexemes: each morphological relation contributes
to the meanings of the words it connects; the morphological meaning of a word is
an aggregation of these redundant elementary meanings. For instance, danseuse is
also de�ned as in rows 2 and 3 (concrete de�nitions with respect to masculine agent
noun danseur and action noun danse `danse'N) and as in rows 5 and 6 (abstract
de�nitions).

Démonette is an open resource licensed under a Creative Commons license. It is
fed by descriptions from various existing derivational bases. However, the informa-
tion contributed by the di�erent resources is not �dissolved� in the database since
Démonette records the origin of all the information it contains as illustrated in Fig-
ure 2. The �rst version of Démonette was created from (i) the results of the parsing
of the lemmas of the TLFnome lexicon1 by the morphological analyzer DériF and (ii)

1TLFnome is a lexicon created from the TLF word list. It contains 97,000 lemmas and is
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the Morphonette lexicon. We then added entries from Verbaction and from Lexeur.

Form_1 doseuse
Source_Form_1 tlfnome
Form_2 dosage
Source_Form_1 tlfnome
Cat_1 Ncfs
Source_Cat_1 tlfnome
Cat_2 Ncms
Source_Cat_2 tlfnome
Complexity simple
Source_Complexity demonette

Process_1 suf
Exponent_1 euse
Source_Constr_1 demonette
Process_2 suf
Exponent_2 age
Source_Constr_2 demonette
Type_1 @AGF
Source_Type_1 demonette
Type_1 @RES
Source_Type_1 demonette

Figure 2: Excerpt of the doseuse `dosing device'N.fem ← dosage `dosage' entry. All
information is sourced.

Démonette is a highly redundant database. A morphological relation described
in more than one resource has as many entries as there are sources that contain
it. Moreover, many descriptions can be deduced from other relations because most
relations are symmetrical or could be recovered transitively. However, we consider
this redundancy as bene�cial because it eases the creation of the resource, its update,
and its use. Extracting the relations originating from one source is for instance
straightforward. Démonette is robust since only 6 �elds are required in a entry
W1 ← W2: the forms, categories and morpho-semantic types of the two words. All
the other can remain empty if the information is missing or not relevant. Another
interesting feature of Démonette is its �exibility. Its format is open and can be
extended with new �elds in order to accommodate other types of information.

3 Four sources of derivational descriptions

The �rst version of the network was built from DériF and Morphonette. It contains
su�xed action and agent nouns, formed by -age, -ment, -ion, -eur, -euse and -rice,
-if su�xed adjectives denoting properties, as well as the corresponding verb base,
when available.

Démonette's current version2 contains two additional resources: Verbaction and

extremely high in quality by virtue of many manual reviews. The XML version of this lexicon, called
Morphalou, is available from the ATILF-CNRS laboratory at www.cnrtl.fr/lexiques/morphalou/.

2Démonette is available on two repositories:
http://redac.univ-tlse2.fr/lexiques/demonette.html
https://www.ortolang.fr/market/lexicons/demonette
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Lexeur. Verbaction is a lexicon of action nouns; Lexeur's entries connects an agent
noun derived by -eur su�xation with its morphological base and corresponding ac-
tion nouns. Both resources were designed for NLP and IR. Although they contain
information compatible with those present in the previous version of Démonette,
they each have some original properties and a speci�c structure that requires the
development of a dedicated program of conversion and completion. While ensuring
that all the initial information is stored in the Démonette network, the program also
calculates all the information needed to �ll in all the �elds of Démonette.

3.1 DériF

DériF Namer (2009, 2013) is a morphological analyzer that implements WF rules
developed by linguists. One of its major features is that its analyses are controlled
by a set of exceptions that account for some of the irregularities that have accumu-
lated during the evolution of the lexicon. Another remarkable characteristics is that
DériF provides each derived word with a (concrete) de�nition, that is, a phrase that
expresses its morphologically constructed meaning with respect to its base when the
word is formed through derivation, as in (1a), or with respect to its bases in the case
of compounding. These de�nitions are reminiscent of those of WordNet Miller et al.
(1990); Fellbaum (1999).

DériF analyzes POS-tagged lemmas. It recursively applies the WF rules until a
non-decomposable unit is identi�ed, i.e., a string in which no a�x or compounding
element can be found and whose part of speech makes it unlikely to be a converted
word. DériF provides a list of the morphological antecedents of the analyzed word
and a morphological de�nition, as in (1b). The �rst element in the list is the analyzed
word. In (1a), logical �OR� indicates an ambiguous meaning. DériF also provides a
set of features that re�ect the constraints imposed by the morphological rules Namer
(2002); Namer et al. (2009).

(1) a. enneigement/NOM ← enneiger/VER (action OR résultat de l'action) de
enneiger `(action OR result of the action) of covering with snow'

b. (enneigement/NOM, enneiger/VER, neige/NOM) `(snow cover, cover with
snow, snow)'

3.2 Morphonette

Morphonette is a French lexical network based on a relational and paradigmatic con-
ceptualizion of morphology Hathout (2011). The morphological properties of lexemes
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are described by their derivational family and series. For example, a derivative such
as modi�able `modi�able' belongs to its derivational family, which encompasses the
lexemes in (2a), and to its derivational series, which contains all -able derivatives
(2b).

(2) a. modi�erV, modi�cationN, modi�cateurN, modi�catif A, modi�antA... `mod-
ify, modi�cation, modi�er, amending, modifying'

b. ampli�ableA, glori�ableA, identi�ableA, dé�nissableA, di�érenciableA... `am-
pli�able, glori�able, identi�able, de�nable, di�erentiable'

(3) (modi�ableA, modi�cateurN,
{ampli�ableA, glori�ableA, identi�ableA...})

Morphonette was constructed from TLFnome. It is composed of �laments such as
in (3), i.e. triplets (w, r, sr(w)), where w is the entry, r is a member of the derivational
family of w and sr(w) is the derivational series of w with respect to r. Filaments
are interesting because they describe the relations between a derivative and (i) its
base (direct relations), (ii) the members of its derivational family (indirect relations)
and (iii) the members of its derivational series. The objective of Morphonette is to
discover and represent the derivational relations which exist between the lemmas of
TLFnome. These relations are searched in neighborhoods de�ned by the Proxinette
measure Hathout (2009, 2014). Morphonette contains 29 310 words and 96 107
�laments.

3.3 Verbaction

Verbaction Hathout & Tanguy (2002) is one of the �rst freely distributed derivational
lexicons for French. Intended for NLP, this lexicon contains 9 393 noun-verb pairs
such that (i) the noun is morphologically related to the verb in synchrony or histor-
ically and (ii) the noun can be used to express the action denoted by the verb. This
resource can therefore be used to identify nominal and verbal expression of variants
of the same information (4). Verbaction has been fully manually checked.

(4) a. Les ingénieurs développent des logiciels de veille économique. `The engi-
neers develop of business intelligence software.'

b. Le développement de logiciels constitue la principale activité de la société.
`Software development is the main activity of the company.'
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Verbaction involves a great variety in derivational processes including a large
number of su�xes (-ade, -age, -aison, -ance, -ée, -ence, -ette, -ie, -ment, -ion, -ure,
etc.), various types of conversion, and a great heterogeneity as far as morphologi-
cal orientation is concerned, cf. section 4.5 On the other hand, Verbaction is very
consistent on the semantic level since all nouns can denote action and are related to
their corresponding verbs in the same way.

3.4 Lexeur

General description. Lexeur is a derivational lexicon of -eur su�xed agent nouns,
consisting of 4 188 entries. Lexeur was initially designed study argument-structure
similarities between -eur masculine agent nouns and their morphologically related
action-denoting predicate Fabre et al. (2004). These predicates are either verbs
(danser for danseur), or nouns (football for footballeur `footballer'). Lexeur entries
are triplets (W1, W2, W3) describing the relation between the agent noun (W1, e.g.
danseur), the corresponding predicate (W2, e.g. danser) and the associated action
noun (W3, e.g. danse) Hathout & Fabre (2002). In some entries, W2 or W3 are
missing: for instance, délateur `informer' has no base verb nor base noun; Lexeur
encode no action noun for con�seur `confectioner'.

Feminine agent nouns in -euse and -rice. Feminine agent nouns have been
added to each Lexeur entry as part of Lexeur-to-Démonette migration. The program
we designed predicts all the corresponding feminine agent noun that belong to the
family of the masculine agent noun, its base and its related action nouns. The goal is
to complement the derivational paradigm with possible, morphologically well-formed
feminine agent nouns, be they attested in dictionaries or not.

In French, masculine deverbal agent nouns su�xed in -eur correspond to feminine
agent noun is su�xed either with -euse, such as danseuse `dancer'N.fem (feminine noun
corresponding to danseur), or with -rice, such as accusatrice `accuser'N.fem (feminine
noun corresponding to accusateur `accuser'N.masc). In the beginning, the -euse/-rice

façonnage/Ncms `shaping' façonner/Vmn---- `shape'
facturation/Ncfs `invoicing' facturer/Vmn---- `invoice'
fauche/Ncfs `mowing' faucher/Vmn---- `reap'
fermeture/Ncfs `locking' fermer/Vmn---- `close'
ferraillerie/Ncfs `endless quarell' ferrailler/Vmn---- `quarell'

Figure 3: Verbaction noun-verb entries.
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su�x variation had historical grounds: deverbal feminine agent nouns are su�xed in
-rice if they are inherited from Latin and if their etymon is derived from a verb supine
stem in -tum (e.g. Latin: acc	uso, 	avi, 	atum, 	are `accuse'V > acc	us	atrix `accuser'N.fem
etymon for French: accusatriceN.fem). The other feminine agent nouns borrowed from
Latin or (re)constructed in French are su�xed with -euse, though a few of them are
su�xed with -esse, e.g. vengeresse `avenger'N.fem, corresponding to the masculine
noun vengeurN.masc.
In most cases, our program uses graphical evidences on the -eur su�xed nouns to pre-
dict the value of the corresponding feminine agent nouns. The feminine nouns ends in
-rice when the verb stem occurring in masculine noun ends with the one of the graphic
sequences -at (accusateur > accusatrice), -it (débiteur `debtor'N.masc > débitrice
`debtor'N.fem) or -ut (distributeur `distributorN.masc' > distributrice `distributorN.fem'),
but does not occur in the in�ected verb forms, in fact, in its in�nitive form (accuser
`accuse', devoir `owe', distribuer `distribute'). Besides these main cases, an additional
small set of sequences remnant of the Latine supine is used to predict other -rice fem-
inine counterparts, when the sequence never occur on the base verb forms: -ct-, as
with conductriceN.fem connected to conducteur `driverN.masc ' (from conduire,V) or
-pt-, as with receptriceN.fem, related to récepteur `receiverN.masc' (from recevoirV),
and a few unmarked isolated cases: that of inventrice `inventorN.fem'connected to
the masculine noun inventeur, both derived from inventer `inventV', or that of agent
nouns related to verbs derived from tenir `hold'V (obtenir `obtain'V > obtenteurN.masc
/ obtentriceN.fem , détenir `possess'V > détenteurN.masc / détentriceN.fem). The form
of the feminine agent noun can also be predicted from the related action noun: the
former is su�xed in -rice when the latter is su�xed in -ion; it is su�xed in -euse
when the action nouns is su�xed in -age, -ment, -ure, -erie, etc. Hence, obtentrice
and inventrice are the feminine agent nouns related to the action noun obtention
and invention in the family of obtenteur (resp. inventeur). Some masculine agent
nouns have two feminine counterparts, one in -euse and the other one in -rice, the
latter form being more frequent (enquêteuse/enquêtrice `investigator'N.fem). All the
other masculine agent nouns in -eur have a feminine correspondent in -euse.

4 Enhancing Démonette with Verbaction and Lexeur

Incorporating an NLP resource into a network that records linguistic descriptions
requires several adaptations because their structures re�ect the diversity of their pur-
poses and do not match perfectly. More precisely, both Verbaction and Lexeur are
primarily lexical semantic resources, whereas Démonette was designed as a database
able to describe a fragment of French derivational morphology. The design of Ver-
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baction and Lexeur follows an onomasiological "meaning �rst" perspective, where
the basic goal is to gather action nouns (resp. agent nouns) morphologically related
to verb predicates, no matter which of the verb or the noun is derived from the other,
and irrespective of their morphological structures. The development of converters
for Verbaction and Lexeur has therefore to solve several kinds of problems resulting
from these conceptual divergences. As shown below, this includes the detection of
infrequent WF rules such as the -ing su�x in zapping, the treatment of the back-
formation process Becker (1994), as used to form the verb hydroplaner `hydroplane'
on the base noun hydroplanage `hydroplaning', cf. Namer (2012), the identi�cation
of complex parenthood relationships, e.g. between bitumisation `asphaltisation' and
bituminer `asphalt'V, and the detection of undecidable orientation cases, triggered
by the conversion process, e.g. between analyser `analyze'V and analyse `analysis'N.

4.1 Sparse data

Seven highly productive su�xes deriving deverbal nouns: -age, -ment, -ion, -eur,
-euse, -rice, and deverbal adjectives: -if, have already been dealt with in the �rst
version of Démonette. Parsing the nouns in Verbaction and in Lexeur formed by these
su�xation is therefore easy. In addition to these su�xes, the migration program has
to analyze carefully many particular con�gurations, triggered by the large amount
of low-productive su�xation rules used to derive action nouns in Verbaction, or to
connect them to agent nouns in Lexeur. Eighteen new a�xes have been found:

-ade (bousculade `rush'), -aille (retrouvaille `reunion'), -aire (commentaire `com-
ment'), -aison (combinaison `combination'), -ance (accoutumance `dependecy'),
-ande (o�rande `donation'), -ange (louange `praise'), -ence (adhérence `adhe-
sion'), -erie (cajolerie `cuddle'), -et (ricochet `ricochet'), -ette (trempette `dip-
ping'), -eur (erreur `mistake'), -ice (exercice `exercise'), -ie (garantie `guaran-
tee'), -ing (kidnapping `kidnapping'), -is (arrachis `uprooting'), -ise (chapardise
`pilfering'), -isme (exorcisme `exorcism'), -ité (mendicité `begging'), -ment (mi-
aulement `mewing'), -oire (interrogatoire `questioning'), -on (plongeon `dive'),
-ure (brisure `splintering').

Among them, six exceptional and produce hapaxes. We have chosen to make a
distinction between (low) productive a�xation rules and a�xes occurring in hapaxes.
The latter are assigned a speci�c feature (see section 4.5).

-aire (commenter `comment'/commentaire),
-ande (o�rir `o�er'/o�rande),
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-ange (louer `praise'/louange),
-eur (errer `wander'/erreur),
-ice (exercer `exercise'/exercice),
-oire (interroger 'question'/interrogatoire),

Some word-pairs in Verbaction and Lexeur are motivated by a clear (a strong)
semantic relation, but their morphological relation is legitimate, because of it is im-
precise or it involves a long-distance parenthood connection. For instance, Démon-
ette has to record the chromisation/chromer `chromization'N/`chrome'V pair from
Verbaction, where the -ion su�xed noun is derived from chromiser `chromize' and
the verb chromer is converted from the noun chrome `chrome'N. A further piece of
information which has to be reported in Démonette is that chromiser and chromer
are synonyms ( see Section 4.5).

4.2 Conversion

Conversion (or zero-derivation) names a�xless derivation processes. When it in-
volves a verb and a noun, the orientation is usually undecidable Tribout (2010),
unless the stem of either the noun or the verb dictates otherwise. Three cases can
be distinguished, when the relation between the verb W1 and the noun W2 is a
conversion.

1. W1 and W2 have the same stem and the stem ends with a nominal su�x: e.g.
-ion, in addition/additionner `adding'N/`add'V or -ment, with réglement/réglementer
`regulation'N/`regulate'V3. The noun is derived by su�xation, and therefore
cannot be at the same time converted from the verb: in this case, W1 is con-
verted from W2.

2. The noun stem corresponds either to a verbal past participle, e.g. fait `fact'N
related to faire `do'V, or to verbal Latin supine roots, e.g. agrégat `aggregate'N
related to agréger `aggregate'V (about supine, cf. section 3.4): these stems
can only originate from verbs. The conversion output is necessarily the noun,
derived from a verb: here, W2 is converted from W1.

3. In all the other cases, no formal mean can help us decide whether the noun
derives from the verb or vice-versa, e.g. with the relation between the verb
analyser and the noun analyse.

3The er ending on the verb is the in�ectional mark of in�nitive. Therefore it is not a derivational
su�x, nor does it belong to the verb stem
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4.3 Cross-formation

Cross-formation de�nes regular morphological relations between two a�xed words
lacking a common ascendant. English word pairs like pessimism/pessimist belong to
cross-formation paradigms. In our view, cross-derivation is a kind of predictable indi-
rect relation between word pairs belonging to the same derivational family. In Verbac-
tion and Lexeur, cross-formation concerns noun-noun pattern pairs, e.g. Xion/Xeur

(imprécation/imprécateur `imprecation'/`imprecator'). The features Démonette as-
signs to the cross-formed word-pairs include regular de�nitions of each word with
respect to the other, as shown in section 4.5

4.4 Back-formation

Back-formation (also called �substractive derivation�) is traditionally de�ned as the
process of creating a new word by removing an a�x from its base (see Becker (1994)
for a paradigmatic analysis of this phenomenon; see also Adams (2001); Nagano
(2007); Shimamura (1983); Szymanek (2005) on back- and cross-formation). Back-
formation is a diachronic process; for instance, English orientate is back-derived
from orientation because the �rst appearance of the verb is more recent than that of
the noun. Cases of back-formations in our corpus are observed with compound-like
verbs (e.g. hydroplaner `hydroplane', radiodi�user `broadcast') and their related suf-
�xed action noun (resp. hydroplanage `hydroplaning', radiodi�usion `broadcasting').
Namer (2012) has provided evidence that these verbs can only be analysed as back-
derived from the su�xed noun by analogy to the relation between the corresponding
non-compound verb (e.g. planer, di�user) and noun (resp. planage, di�usion). As
will be shown below (section 4.5), the treatment of back-formation captures the fact
that the relation is a classical but reversed su�xation process.

4.5 Strategies in Feature Assignation

With the newly integrated relations presented above contributed by Verbaction and
Lexeur, the original organization of feature assignment in the �rst version of Dé-
monette had to be improved, in order to capture the peculiarity of these phenomena
(hapax formations, undecidable conversion orientation, long-distance relationships ,
cross- and back-formations), and to make them �t into existing paradigms. These
relations are described by new combinations of features illustrated in Table 4, where
the column heading Cplx stands for �complexity�, Orient, for �orientation�, Expi,
for �exponent� (of Wi) and Def, for �de�nition� of W1 with respect to W2. These
features have all been presented in section 2
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Complexity: The label lexical has been introduced to characterize the complexity
feature (cf. Table 1) of hapax relations, which namely connect morphologically related
words but not through a regular derivational relation. For instance, mentir `lie'V
and mensonge `lie'N or interrogatoire `questioning' and interroger 'question'V do not
enter in any French derivational pattern, but they share enough meaning and formal
properties to be considered as morphologically related (Table 4, rows 1 and 2).
The complex label is used to identify generation-skipping relationships, as for the
chromisation/chromer pair in Table 4, row 3), where the noun, su�xed by -ion and
the verb, derived by conversion (cf. Section 4.1) share the same nominal ancestor:
chrome.

Orientation: This feature, used to indicates, when relevant, which of W1 or W2

descends from the other, is crucial for the distinction between conversion types (cf.
Section 4.2), and for the identi�cation and characterization of back-formation.
The di�erences between the three types of conversion are expressed in terms of
orientation value: for a noun-verb pair (i.e. an entry W1 ← W2), the value of
orientation is descending when the noun is derived from the verb (row 7 in Table 4),
ascending when the noun is the base of the verb (row 8). The value is left blank when
the conversion orientation is undecidable (row 9). In this case, both W1 and W2 can
be analyzed as converted from each other (both Type1 and Type2 equal conv).
Notice that when conversion is involved, Expi �elds are not �lled.
When it comes to back-formation (rows 10 and 11), the assigned features account for
the fact that the noun (e.g. radio-di�usion) belongs to a derivational series (e.g. the
class of -ion su�xed action nouns) and simultaneously serves as base for the verb (e.g.
radio-di�user). Compared to row 12, we can see that back-formation illustrated in
row 10 di�ers only for its orientation value. The label indirect is used for word-pairs
in a cross-formation relation, cf. rows 5 and 6: imprécation and imprécateur being
equally complex and interpretable each with respect to the other, both Typei/Expi

are �lled, and the relation is symmetrical (compare rows 5 and 6). Finally, notice
that when the relation is lexical, the value of orientation is left blank.

De�nition: Irrespective to the orientation of theW1←W2 morphological relation,
W1 is always de�ned with respect to W2, as shown in the last column of Table 4.
There are two exceptions: words in a lexical relation (rows 1 and 2), and words in
a formally complex relation but which lack mutual semantic motivation: as shown
with the example of syndicalism `syndicalism' / syndiquer `syndicate' (row 13), the
semantic distance between W1 and W2 is such that neither of them can be de�ned
with respect to the other. On the other hand, other words connected by a complex
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relation such as chromisation (W1) and chromer (W2), are assigned a de�nition with
respect to each other, because of the synonymy between W2 and the verb base of
W1 (here chromiser): here, since chromer has the same meaning as chromiser (i.e.
"cover with chrome") , chromisation's de�nition, with respect to chromer follows
the same semantic pattern as with respect to chromiser, cf. row 4.
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W1 W2 Cplx Orient T1/Exp1 T2/Exp2 Def

1 interrogatoireN
`questioning'

interrogerV
`question'

lexical � suf/-oire � �

2 mensongeN
`lie'

mentirV `lie' lexical � suf/-onge � �

3 chromisationN chromerV
`chrome'

complex � suf/-ion conv Action de chromer `Action of chromingV'

4 chromisationN chromiserV
`chromize'

simple � suf/-ion � Action de chromiser `Action of
chromizingV'

5 imprécationN
`impreca-
tion'

imprécateurN
`imprecator'

simple indirect suf/-ion suf/-eur Action de l’imprécateur `Action of the
imprecatorN'

6 imprécateurN imprécationN simple indirect suf/-eur suf/-ion Agent de l’imprécation Agent of the
imprecationN'

7 agrégatN
`aggregate'

agrégerV
`aggregate'

simple descending conv � Action de agréger `Action of aggregatingV'

8 additionN
`adding'

additionnerV
`add'

simple ascending � conv Action de additionner `Action of addingV'

9 analyseN
`analysis'

analyserV
`analyze'

simple � conv conv Action de analyser `Action of analyzingV'

10 radio-
diffusionN
`broadcast-
ing'

radio-
diffuserV
`broadcast'

simple ascending suf/-ion � Action de radio-diffuser `Action of
broadcastingV'

11 radio-
diffuserV

radio-
diffusionN

simple descending � suf/-ion Réaliser la radio-diffusion `Perform the
broadcastV'

12 diffusionN
`spread'

diffuserV
`spread'

simple descending suf/-ion � Action de diffuser `Action of spreadingV'

13 syndicalismeN
`syndicalism'

syndiquerV
`syndicate'

complex indirect suf/-isme � �

Table 4: Identifying WF types by combining `Complexity', `Orientation', a�xation `Type' and `Exponent',
and `De�nition' values
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5 Conclusion: Adaptability of Démonette to descrip-

tive requirements

The examples of lexical data migration from Verbaction and Lexeur show that Dé-
monette is able to accommodate new sort of information, of various nature and
coming from sources whose primary purpose is not to describe the morphological
structure of the entries that compose them. We have also seen that Démonette's
architecture allows some of the �elds to be left empty, depending on the nature
of morphological relation connecting W1 and W2. Often values are provided �or
computed during migration� to �ll all the �elds describing an entry W1 ← W2 in
Démonette. But for some pairs, one or several �elds are left blank: the orienta-
tion feature may be indeterminate; W1's definition is un�lled when W1 cannot be
spontaneously interpreted with regard to W2.

Démonette is very �exible and it o�ers a uni�ed representation for an �a priory�
unlimited number of lexical resources having diverse content and purpose. The cover-
age of these resources is expanded by infering implicit morpho-semantic values from
the input data. In this way, the resources �nd new uses and serve to weave an in-
creasingly complex network within one same target structure, namely Démonette. In
short, in order to ensure Démonette a long-lasting plasticity, the migration programs
design has to make sure to favor the extension of its regular architecture without
compromising its pre-existing structure, that is to allow for the coexistence of a set
of core, fundamental features (connected words, parts-of-speech, morphological pro-
cesses), with a set of signi�cant �though not essential� ones (morpho-semantic,
de�nitions), and a set of optional properties (stem graphical value, phonological rep-
resentation).

The future developements of the Démonette database raise questions that fur-
ther research will have to answer: How to extend the current set of morpho-semantic
types, in order to accomodate new derivational relations, e.g. from new lexical
sources? Which level of granularity level has to be chosen? Is it necessary to
distinguish between property nouns, objective (atomicité `atomicity') and subjec-
tive (stupidité `stupidity') ones Koehl (2012), between properties referring to colours
(blondeur `blondness'), behaviours (fourberie `deceit'), etc., or to separate true prop-
erties (mortalité `mortality' meaning `state of being mortal') from rates (mortalité
meaning `number of dead individuals')?

Other issues are related to the decision to connect or not a given (W1, W2),
according to the semantic distance between W1 and W2: what formal criteria can
be used to only include relevant indirect or complex relations, and exclude the more
distant ones? The answer schould involve interpredictability, a notion formalized
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for in�ection by examining the statistical distribution of patterns of alternation and
phonological shapes (see the seminal work of Ackermann et al. (2009), about the
Paradigm Cell Filling Problem, as well as Bonami et al. (2011) and Ackerman
& Malouf (2013)).

Finally, longer-term goals for further versions of Démonette will include its fu-
ture capacity to combine information originating from di�erent sources, especially
extensive resources such as machine readable dictionaries such as GLAWI Sajous &
Hathout (2015).
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